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DECISION
and

DIRECTION OF ELECTIONS

These proceedings were initiated by a series of petitions filed
with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations,(Board),  by Connec-
ticut State Employees' Association (CSEA) and a petitfon'filed  by
District 1199, National Union of Hospital and Healthcare Employees,
AFL-CIO, and by the National [Jnion  of Hospital and Healthcare Employees,
AFL-CIO (Healthcare) seeking representation. diections.among  the follow-
ing units of employees of the State o,f  Connecticut:

petitions filed by CSEA and Healthcare).

These petitions recited that-a "Coalition of fiSEA7  and Connecti-
cut Employees Union Independent LCEU$.7"  claimed or may-claim to repre-
sent the employees in the unit.

After the preliminary steps had been duly taken the matter came
before the Board for hearing on September 20, 1978. At the hearing
CSEA,  Healthcare, and CEUI were represented by counsel, and were fully
heard.

CSF.A  and CEUI filed written briefs on September 25, 1978.

The Hearing

At the hearing CEUI presented written motions to dismiss the
petitions which alleged in substance that CSEA and CEUI had been certi-'
fied as joint bargaining representatives in each unit as the result of
elections conducted in ‘1976  and had by agreementformeda coalition for
this purpose: that CSEA carried on a campaign to obtain intent cards
from the membership in each unit for the purpose of securing certiii-
cation as sole bargaining representative: that this was done without
terminating the coalition in the manner provided by the coalition
agreement and without disclosing the campaign to CEUI; that the peti-
tioner's authorization card campaign was patently misleading and could
not possibly support the subsequent petition: that the intent cards
were tainted by misrepresentation and ambiguities rendering them wholly
unreliable and invalid, and that the existing bargaining unit, the
coalition, should not be decertified by a mere showing of interest
based on these cards.

It appeared at the hearing that the certifications alleged had
in fact issued and that CSEA had carried on a campaign to obtain
intent cards from about July 1, 1978. As a result of this campaign
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CSEA had obtained cards in each unit which were submitted to the
Board's Agent for a showing of interest required to support a
petition for an election of representative.
5-273-8 (a) and (b).

See Gen. Reg. Sec.

It also appeared that on July 31, 1978, CEUI brought an action
against CSEA in the superior court for the judicial district of
Hartford alleging breach of the coalition agreement and seeking an
ex parte restraining order, a temporary and a permanent injunction .
(all against solicitation and distribution of intent or authoriza-
tion cards or any similar activity to remove or replace CEUI as
bargaining agent of the units) and further relief including damages.

A temporary injunction was granted ex parte. On August 28,
1978, after trial, the superior court issued a long and thoughtful
memorandum of decision on permanent injunction in which it concluded
that the temporary injunction should be dissolved and a limited per-
manent injunction should be issued to prevent CEUI's "denigration by
defendant LcSEA-7  during the life of the agreement" i.e., until June
30, 1979. The court also awarded damages to CEUI because it found
that CSEA had breached the co@tion  agreement by "deliberately,
over a long period of time, Lmailing7  flyers, publications and other
papers which were derogatory to plaintiff LCEU&7.l'

In denying any broader scope to the permanent injunction the
court reasoned that the failure of CSEA to terminate the coalition
agreement according to its terms should not control the free choice
by the membership of the bargaining units of their  bargaining repre-
sentative. The court stated: "It  would be against public policy
and the announced policy of the Labor Act to permit this sort of
agreement between two unions to control the length of a collective
bargaining ccatract." (pp. 12, 13) And again: "It was never meant
that agreements between unions could affect the right of members to
freely associate and choose its bargainer. The Agreement has the
effect of possibly doing this."

As for the coalition the court concluded that "For all practical
purposes, except those which self serve the respective unions, Li&7
is ended and at loggerheads." Moreover "it is patent that L-the  two
union27  cannot serve the employees with utmost fidelity in any bar-
gaining when one eye is always cast on the other."

Further facts brought out at the hearing will appear in the
discussion of CEUI's motion to dismiss which embodies its reasons
for objecting to the holding of an election.

Discussion

In deciding this case we cannot overlook the broad considerations
so ably expressed by Judge Graham in the superior court case cited
above. If the petitions are dismissed (as CEUI asks) the result
will be that the coalition remains the certified bargaining agent
for the negotiation and administration of collective bargaining
agreements which will succeed those expiring on June 30, 1979, pre-
sumably for a period of two years, until mid 1981. And this in the
face of the court's finding that the coalition is ended and at logger-
heads, and cannot serve the interests of the employees it would
represent with that %&most  fidelity" which the law and the employees
expect from an exclusive statutory bargaining agent. As a famous
judge once said, "The law does not lead us to so unconsequent  a
conclusion.tt  Cardozo, J., in McPherson v. Buick Motor Co., 217 N.Y.
382, 111 NE 1050 (1916). The overall situation disclosed by the
evidence before Judge Graham and the evidence before us calls loudly
for a free secret ballot election among the members of the units
involved here. We must, of course, deal with.the  legal and factual
arguments raised by CEUI, but common sense and the policy of the Act
require us to do so against the backdrop.of what is actually involved;
whether the employees themselves (who are tile illtended  beneficiaries
of the Act) are to remain saddled for the next contract period with
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a virtually defunct coalition so at loggerheads with itself as to
be incapable of effective representation, or whether these employees
are to be given a choice of who their representative shall be. With
Eht; in mind we proceed to deal with the specific points raised by

.

II.

CEVI introduced evidence tending to show that CSEA has made
misleading and deceptive statements during the course of its campaign,
to obtain signatures on intent cards. These statements were of the
following kinds:

(1) statements in CSEA news organs and printed flyers claiming
sole credit for the accomplishments of the coalition and
disparaging (directly or by implication) the part played
by CEUI.

(2) statements through similar media tending to make bargaining
unit members think that the purpose of the intent cards was
to assure the continuance of the coalition and not to break
the coalition and secure exclusive representation by CSEA.

(3) statements through similar media*, and statements made orally,
that the cards were for the sole purpose of obtaining an
election and not for membership or dues deduction; that they
did not commit the signer to vote for CSEA.

(4) statements made to persons outside the membership (e.g., in
the court trial) misrepresenting the purpose of the card
drive.

The last named class of statements may be quickly disposed of.
The only kind of statements that would invalidate cards submitted to
the Agent for a showing of interest would be statements that might
have misled bargaining unit members in signing the cards. The fact -
if it be a fact - that CSEA dealt disingenuously with the court or
with CXUI would not invalidate the cards or prevent an election.
Sanctions for such conduct must be found elsewhere.

Statements in the first class listed above were the basis for
the substantial damages awarded by the Court. They constituted a
breach of the coalition agreement. But the question before us is
quite a, different one: should those statements require dismissal
of the present petitions and thus bar elections? We think not. If
these statements were false (a question not decided by the court)
and if they were made immediately before an election so that there
was no time for reply or explanation,
for setting aside the election.

they might constitute ground
Perhaps if the cards in question

were used for the purpose of obtaining a bargaining order, an analo-
gous rule would apply. We need not decide this question. We hold
here simply that where the cards are offered and used solely to make
a showing of interest to warrant an election in the future, state-
ments of the kind in evidence will not suffice to bar the election.
The members who signed these cards have taken no final step: they
will do that when the election takes place. Before that CBUI will
have ample time to rebut false statements disparaging to it and to
present its Side of the story to tho vctcrs.

CEUI claims, however, that the cards here  serve a purpose beyond
calling for an election; that they are given the effect of decertify-
ing the coalition. This is not so. It has been our unvarying prac-
tice to put the incumbent bargaining representative on the ballot in
any election for its successor,unless  the incumbent itself asks to
have its name withdrawn. The effect of the cards in the instant
case is solely to bring about an election. So far as the cards
themselves are concerned, the coalition would be on the ballot in
that election. The cards could not and did not decertify it in any
sense, literal or figurative.

To be sure the coalition will not be on the ballot, but that is
not because of the cards. It is, rather, because the two parties to
the coalition have in effect put an end to it by their conduct (so
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far as its'viability as a bargaining representative goes). More-
over, at the hearing before the Board both parties acquiesced in
the chairman's statement that the coalition "is  dead" and should
not be on the ballot. Since the coalition itself is not an entity
but a combination of two unions, this statement by both of them is
in effect a withdrawal of the coalition's name from the ballot.

The second class of statements listed above stands on a dif-
ferent footing. If indeed members were induced to sign cards by ,
false statements that they would be used to supuort  the coalition
when the cards were in fact intended to destroy the coalition there
would be a legal basis for invalidating the cards. On the evidence
before us, however, we cannot find that such misrepresentations
were made. CEUI put in evidence many flyers and news articles that
were claimed to embody such statements but they did not do so.
These exhibits contain many statements expressing the clear intent
to "break the coalition" and to seek for CSEA exclusive or sole
representation. See, e.g., Exs.  34A,  35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 51,
52, Nor do we find in them any statements fairly susceptible of
t h e inter
,coalition .P

retation urged by CSEA (that the cards would support the
The nearest thing to such a showing was some hearsay

evidence that members of unit Np6 were told by a CSEA representative
that by signin
of the State" f

the card they would help to "keep another union out
presumably Healthcare, #1199). Some of the flyers,

also, were directed against 1199, and did not mention breaking the
coalition. These statements were not false: perhaps they fell short
of perfect candor but in the whole picture that possibility fades
into insignificance. All of the units, through their governing
councils, had voted to break the coalition and this was the thrust
of the campaign as a whole. Even if the iack of full disclosure in
a few instances might mar the "laboratory conditionsn  required for
an election we think the application of such a standard would be too
rigorous to apply to the obtaining of cards for a showing of interest
which will simply lead to an election.

The third class of statements listed above presents the most
serious problem. If the cards themselves stated that they were signed
for the purpose of election only, they would fail to satisfy the
Board's requirement that "The card itself must state,the  employee's
wish to be represented by the organization,"
~~t5. H

Gen. Reg. Sec. 5-273-8
ere the cards themselves clearly contain the required state-

Exs #42 and 43.
to tie cards

The question is whether statements extrinsic
either written or oral, which tend to dilute the

required staiement  will vitiate the cards.

In deciding this question we must note several things. In the
present case the alleged statements were not false or misleading.
The cards in fact have not been offered or used for any purpose
other than to get an election. They have not been used to enforce
the obligation of membership (including dues deduction) and they
clearly do not bind the signer to vote in any particular way in the
election. In this respect the statements under  this head are quite
different from the alleged misstatements that the cards would be

.I

used to support the coalition. If the present statements have any
tendency at all to weaken the safeguards embodied in the regulation
it is.because  they might induce a person to sign the card who has
somewhat less interest in the union than is contemplated by the
regulation. We think this is a matter to be policed by the Agent
and we will not go behind his finding of a showing of interest on a
mere showing that an intent card sufficient on its face was signed
after the signer had been told that the card was to be used only for
the purposes of an election, where that statement is not shown to be
false.

III.

CEUI urges that Judge Graham's decision should not be given
the effect of collateral estoppel. We need not decide this question.
On the evidence before us-we come to the conclusions indicated here
quite independently. ‘w?lerc  the issues in the two cases overlap we
find ourselves completely in accord with Judge Graham's findings and
reasoning. It is immaterial therefore to decide whether we would be
bound by those findings if they did not accord with our own.
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IV.

At the hearing CSEA urged that CEUI should not be on the ballot
in the forthcoming elections unless it made the showing of interest
I;+~~;irzd  of an intervenor, viz, 10%. Gen; Reg. Sets. 5-273-5 and

The same argument was suggested by a tangential reference
in its brief. CSEA brief p. 27. f.n. We reject the contention.

Under all the labor acts we .have  administered we have invariably *
put the name of an incumbent union on the ballot in an election
challenging its incumbency, without any need for showing of interest,
unless the incumbent desires its name to be withdrawn. Here the
incumbent is the coalition, but as such the coalition has no legal
existence as an entity.
CSEA and CEUI.

It consists of its constituent members,
We therefore treat each union as an incumbent; this

entitled CEUI to be put on the ballot without the need for a showing
of interest. Our practice would also entitle the coalition to be
put on the ballot but, as we have stated above, its name has been
affectively  withdrawn and no useful purpose would be served by
including it.

V .

CSEA urges that an election here should be ordered even if there
is no showing of interest since the incumbent's virtual disappearance
precipitates a question or ccntroversy  concerning rep?~StXltatiOll  even
if  no contender can show the req.uired  interest. This is a plausible /
contention but we hesitate to break new ground in this direction
unless we must. We anticipate that sufficient interest will be
shown to sustain the petitions and also Healthcare's  right to be on
the ballot. If that turns out to be the case we need not grapple
with all the co,llateral  problems that acceptance of this contention
would raise. We shall therefore direct an election in each case on
the condition that the requisite showing of interest is made, reserving
jurisdiction to decide the question raised under this head if such
decision becomes necessary.

DIRECTION OF ELECTION

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut
State Board of Labor Relations by the Act Concerning Collective Bar-
gaining for State Employees, it is

DIRECTED, that, as part of the determination by the Board to
ascertain the exclusive representative for collective bargaining with
the State Employer, subject to the requisite showing of interest in
edch case, elections by secret ballot be conducted under the super-
vision of the Agent of the Board within forty-five days of the date
of issuance hereof among all employees in units P-l, P-2, NP-2, NP-3,
and NP-6, who were on the payroll on the dates of the filing of the
petitions, and who are on the payroll on the date of the election.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR REJATIONS

cj/ </’ /j i ik.../  ci
Kenneth A. Stro'tjle
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